
Request for Permission to Proceed with the Formal Regulatory Process to Adopt Proposed Regulation Section 23663
-6 Relating to Assignment of Credits After Corporate Reorganizations Or Other Corporate Restructurings And Amend 
Proposed Regulation Section 23663-1 Relating to Definitions for Credit Assignment Regulations

The purpose of Proposed Regulatâ ¢on 23663-6 is to provide taxpayers clarity regarding when credits can be 
assigned after a corporate reorganization or other corporate restructuring. The purpose of amending Propose
d Regulation 23663-1 â ¢s to expand its scope so that the definitions in Proposed Regulation 23663-1 also ap
ply to Proposed Regu ation 23663-6.

Background

Revenue and Taxation Code (RTC) section 23663 permits the assignment of credits among affiliated membe
rs of the same comblned reporting group. RTC section 23663 was added by Section 10 of AB 1452 (Stats. 2
008, ch. 763) and is specif cany operative for assignments made in taxable years beginning on or after July 
1, 2008, The statute permits assigned credits to be claimed against the "tax" of the assignee in taxable yea
rs beginning on or after 2010.

For an assâ ¢gnment to be valid, a taxpayer must first make an election to assign credits on Form FTB 354
4, which the taxpayer must file with the original tax return for the taxable year in which the assignment is 
made. The election to assign credits is irrevocable under RTC section subdivision

Purpose and Explanation Of the Proposed Regulation

To receive a valid assignment of credits, the assignee must be an "eligible assignee" as defined in RTC se
ction Specifically, the assignee must have been in the same combined reporting group as the assignor as
signing the credits at two points in time: 1) the last day of the taxable year in which the credits were ear
ned (or June 30, 2008 for credits earned prior to July 1, 2008); and 2) the last day of the taxable year in w
hich the credits are assigned. However, when the assignor or assignee of credits has been involved in a c
orporate reorganization or other corporate restructuring, taxpayers can be uncertain regarding whether t
he assignor and assignee meet the requirement of being in the same comblned reporting group on both 
aforementioned dates.

Therefore, the proposed regulation provides clear rules so that taxpayers have certainty regarding the a
ssignment of credits after the ass â ¢gnor or assignee has been involved in a corporate reorganization or 
other corporate restructuring.

It is notable that the credit assignment statute specifically authorizes the proposed regu lation, as RTC section 
23663(e)(4) states that the Franchise Tax Board is specifically authorized to issue any regulations necessary t
o implement the purposes of thâ ¢s section, including any regulations necessary to specify when a taxpayer a
nd eligible assignee are not proper y treated as members of the same combined reporting group.
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Interested Parties Meetings

At the first interested parties meeting, held on June 12, 2014, staff and attendees d scussed the purpose Of the p
roposed regulation, which is to give taxpayers guidance regarding situations that result from corporate reorganiza
tions and other corporate restructurings. Staff d scussed with attendees a general structure to determine which m
embers of an assignor's combined reporting group were ' eligible assignees" in situations in which the assignor w
as not the taxpayer that originally earned the credit and when the members of the assignor's combined reporting 
group changed in the time between when the credit was earned and when the credit was assigned.

The first interested parties meeting for the proposed regulation was held concurrently with the third intereste
d parties meeting for Proposed Regulat'ons 23663-1 through 23663-5. Proposed Regu ations 23663-1 through 
23663-5 are the first major regulations (regulations defined as having an economic impact of $50 million or m
ore) promulgated by the Franchise Tax Board, and are currently n the final stage of review by the Office of Administrative Law.

At the second interested parties meeting, held on June 12, 2018, staff presented draft language as well as an expla
nation of the draft language, and responded to questions from the public. Staff has not received any concerns or s
uggested changes to this draft regulatory language.

Ancillary Changes

In addition to staff's request for permission to proceed to the formal regulatory process for Proposed Regul
ation 23663-6. Staff also requests permission to move directly into the formal regulatory process In Order t
o make a minor amendment to Proposed Regulation 23663-1 so that the definitions contained therein also 
apply to Proposed Regulation 23663- 6. This amendment wil avoid the need to redefine various terms in Pr
oposed Regulation 23663-6. As noted above, Proposed Regulation 23663-1 is currently in the final stage of 
review by the Office of Admin strative Law, and it IS expected that adoption of those proposed regulations 
will occur before staff proceeds with the amendatory process for the proposed regulation that is the subject of this request.

Further, as discussed at the second interested parties meeting, subsection (f) of Proposed Regulation 23663
-6 has been revised so that the fair market value of both the total assets and the acquired assets is determi
ned as of the time immediately after the acquisition. This change results in both tests occurring at the same 
time as Opposed to different times.

Request for Permission

Staff believes that the proposed regulations provide important guidance consisting of clear rules to give tax
payers certainty regarding when credits can be assigned after a corporate reorganization or other corporate 
restructuring has occurred. Staff now requests permission to commence the formal regulatory process unde
r the Admâ ¢nistrative Procedure Act.
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FRANCHISE TAX BOARD

Title 18, Division 3, California Code of Regulations Amend Article 
3. Tax Credits, section 23663-1, section 23663-6

Chapter 3.5. Bank and Corporation Tax Subchapter 3. 
Corporation Income Tax Article 3. Tax Credits

Section 23663-1 is amended to read:

23663-1. Definitions

Definitions. For purposes of Regulations 23663-1 through 23663-56, inclusive, the following definit
â ¢ons shall apply:

(a) Adjustment Date. The term "adjustment date" shall mean the calendar date on wh'ch any adjustment un
der Regulations 23663-2 through 23663-5 is made by either the mailing by the Franch'se Tax Board of a not
ice of corrected credit adjustments under Regulations 23663-2 through 23663-5, including a notice of propo
sed assessment under Revenue and Taxation Code section 19033, or the date on which the FTB receives a r
equest which is later approved for either a correction of an error under Regulation 236634 or to apply Regul
ation 23663-2 or 23663-3. To the extent a final determination of a notice mailed by the FTB modifies, in who
le or in part, the allocations reflected in that notice, then such modifications are treated as if made on the a
djustment date on which that notice was mailed.

(b) Affiliated Corporation. The term "affiliated corporation" shall mean any corporation that is a member of t
he same common y controlled group within the meaning Of Revenue and Taxation Code section 25105 as the

(c) Aggregated Eligible Assignees, The term "aggregated e igible assignees" sha I mean all eligible assignee
s assigned the same type Of identical credits in the same taxable

(d) Assignee. The term "assignee" shall mean any corporation (including a successor in interest) to whom a
n assignor has made an election to assign a credit under Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663, and s
hall also include any affiliated corporation (inc uding a successor in interest) whose identifying information 
is listed on the defective assignment.

(e) Assignment. The term "assignment" sha mean any e ection by an assignor to assign a credit to an assign
ee under the provisions of Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663. For purposes of Regulations 23663-1 t
hrough 23663-5, each election by an assignor to assign any credit to an assignee shall be treated as a separate
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Multi page list. This list contains 19 items. This page contains items 1 through 12

(f) Assignor. The term "assignor" shall mean any taxpayer (including any successor in interest) who 
made an election to assign any credit to an assignee.

term year" shall mean any taxable year for which the Franchise Tax Board determines that it is precl
uded from mai ing a notice of proposed deficiency assessment.

(h) defective assignment
(1) The term "defective assignment" sha mean any assignment under Revenue and Taxation Code se
ction 23663 which does not comply with the requirements of Revenue and Taxation Code section 236
63, including, but not imited to, any assignment which:

(A) fails to clearly identify the taxable year from which the credit to be assigned was earned by the assignor;

(B) fails to clearly identify amount of any credit to be assigned;
(C) fails to clearly identify the type of credit intended to be assigned;

(D) assigns an amount of credit, or when aggregated with other assignments of the same credit in th
e same taxab e year, which exceeds the amount of the assignor's el gible credits for that taxable year;

(e) assigns a credit that is not an eligible credit, or
(F) assigns a credit to an assignee who is not clearly identified or who is not an eligible assignee.

(2) An assignor's intent Or purpose in making an assignment is not relevant in determining whether 
an assignment is a defective assâ ¢gnment.

Example 1: X reported that it has $200 of 2010 R & D credits. On its original tax return for the 2010 tax
able year, X elects to assign $100 of the 2010 R & D credits toy. Subsequently, X discovers that it only 
had $120 of 2010 R & D credits. he assignment to Y is a not a defective assignment because X had the 
$100 of 2010 R & D credits assigned to Y. The fact that X retained ess 2010 R & D credits than it expect
ed does not make the assignment to Y a defective assignment. Therefore, X retained $20 Of 2010 R & 
D credits and Y received $100 of 2010 R & D credits. Example 2: Assume the Same facts as in Example 
I, except that X elects to assign all $200 of the 2010 R & D credits to Y. Subsequently, X discovers that i
t had $300 of 2010 R & D credits. The assignment to Y is a not a defective assignment because X had a
ll $200 of the 2010 R & D credits assigned to Y. Even if X can demonstrate that X intended to assign al 
of its 2010 R & D credits to Y, the assignment of 2010 R & D credits to Y will be limited to $200 of 2010 
R & D credits because tWs the amount assigned in the valid assignment. Example 3: Assume the same 
facts as in Example 1, except that X discovers that X has no credits and the elect on to assign credits to 
Y was meant to have been made by its affiliate, E, the entity that had $200 of 2010 R & D credits. No credits
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Multi page list continued. This page contains items 13 through 19

are transferred because the assignment of credits from X to Y was a defective assignment, and E di
d not elect to ass gn any credits. Therefore, E retained all $200 of 2010 R & D credits, and Y receive
d no 2010 R & D credits.

Example 4: Assume the same facts as in Example 1, except that X can demonstrate with contempo
raneous evidence, such as emails, correspondence, memos and tax preparation workpapers, that X 
intended to assign no credits to Y and, instead, meant to assign the $100 of 2010 R& D credits to M
. Pursuant to paragraph (2), Xls intent to assign to M is not relevant in determining whether the ass
ignment s a defective assignment. Accordingly, the assignment of credits to Y is not a defective as
signment. Therefore, X retalned $20 of 2010 R & D credits, Y received $100 Of 2010 R & D credits, 
and M received no credits.

Example 5: Assume the same facts as in Example 1, except that on X's Original tax return for t
he 2010 taxab e year, X did not elect to assign any credits, but Ys Form 3544A states that Y re
ceived $100 of 2010 R & D credits from X in 2010. An assignment of credits in 2010 did not oc
cur because X did not make an election to assign credits on â ¢ts original tax return. Therefore, 
X retained $200 of 2010 R & D credits and Y received no credits.

(i) Effective Date of the Adjustment. The term "effective date of the adjustment" shall mean the date an 
allocation or reduct on pursuant to Regulations 23663-2 through 23663-5 is treated as having occurred, 
which date shal be the same time that an assignor or eligible assignee would otherwise have retained o
r received the credits if the original assignment had reflected such an allocation.

O) Election. The term "e ection" shall mean an irrevocable election by an assignor to assign to an ass g
nee a credit under the ru es Of Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663, in the form and manner spe
cified by the FTB in forms and instructions, including FTB Form 3544 (and any successor form thereto).

(k) Eligible Assignee. The term "eligible assignee' shall mean any affiliated corporation that is properly 
treated as a member of the same combined reporting group under Revenue and Taxation Code section
s 25101 or 25110 as the assignor, determined as of (i) in the case of credits earned in taxab e years be
ginning before July 1, 2008, June 30, 2008 and the ast day of the taxable year of the assignor in which 
the eligible credit is assigned, of (ii) in the case of credits earned in taxable years beginning on or after 
July 1, 2008, the last day of the first taxable year in which the credit was allowed to the assignor and th
e last day of the taxable year of the assignor in which the eligible credit is assigned.

mean any a taxpayer (i) in a taxable year beginning on or after July 1, 2008, or (ii) in a taxable year beg
inning before July 1, 2008, provided that such pre-July 1, 2008 Credit is eligible to be carried forward to 
the taxpayer's first taxable year beginning on or after Ju y 1, 2008 under the of Part 11 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.



(n) First Contact. The term 'first contact" shall mean the date the initial audit contact as defined in 
Regulation 19032 occurs for any assignor or assignee with respect to any taxable year in which an 
assignment of credits is made or in which credits which the subject Of an assignment are claimed.

(1) is allowed under the same section of the Revenue and Taxation Code as any other cred t,

(2) is originally allowed in the same taxable and
(3) in the case of certain credits, such as credits for activities in enterprise zones, program areas o
r similar geographic-based credits, is a credit based on activity in the

(p) Parties to a Defective Assignment. The term "parties to a defect ve assignment" shall mean the a
ssignor and each potential assignee for all defective assignments the assignor made Of the same typ
e of identical credit in the same taxable year as the defective assignment.

(o) Identical Credit. The term "identical credit" shall mean any credit that:

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 19503, Revenue and Taxation Code. Reference: Se
ction 23663, Revenue and Taxation Code.



23663-6. Corporate Reorganizations and Other Corporate Restructurings

(a) In general. The purpose of this regulation is to provide rules regarding the assignment of credits follo
wing corporate reorganizations and Other corporate restructurings.

(b) Eligible Credit. For purposes of Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663(b)(2), nany credit earned by 
the taxpayer" includes any credit allowed to the taxpayer for any reason other than that the credit was so
ld or assigned to the taxpayer pursuant to Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663, or any other sectio
n which permits the sale or assignment of credits.

(c) Eligible Assignee. In addition to the requirements set forth n Revenue and Taxation Code section an eli
gible assignee is a taxpayer that:

(2) In the case of credits earned in taxab e years beginning on or after July 1, 2008, was a me
mber of the same combined reporting group as the taxpayer that originally earned the credit 
as of the last day of the taxable year in which the credit was originally earned.

Example 1 - Assignor acquired by another combined reporting group.

In 2010, A, B and C are members of the same combined reporting group, with A owning 100 per
cent of B, and B owning 100 percent of C. X, Y and Z are members of an unrelated combined rep
orting group, with X owning 100 percent Of Y, and Y owning 100 percent of Z. The ownership str
uctures of A, B and C, as well as X, Y, and Z, are illustrated by the following diagram:

B earns credits in 2010, which are neither used against its tax, nor assigned in either 2010 or 
2011. In 2012, B and C are acquired by the X-Y-Z group in a tax-free "B" reorganization so tha
t thereafter 3 is wholly owned by Y. The
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ownership structure of remaining entty A, and entities X, Y (with acquired entities B and C
), and Z, is illustrated by the following dlagram:

In 2013, B wants to assign its credits that it earned in 2010. C is the Only eligible assignee 
for Bis 2010 credits because C is the only entity that was in 3's combined reporting group b
oth in 2010 (the year the credits were earned) and in 2013 (the year of the assignment).

Example 2 - Spin-off.

B and C are members of the same combined reporting group, with B owning 100 percent of 
C. C earns credits in 2010, which are neither al owed against its tax nor assigned in either 2
010 or 2011. The ownership structure Of B and C is illustrated by the following diagram:

In 2012, D was formed and spun Off from B, with B contributing assets to D in exchange for 
D stock, which qualified as a "D" reorganization under Internal Revenue Code section 368(a)
(1)(D). D'S stock was distributed to B's shareholders in a tax-free Internal Revenue Code sec
tion 355 transaction. The ownership structure of B, C and D thereafter is illustrated by the following diagram:
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In 2013, C wants to assign the credits that it earned in 2010 to D, However, because D did 
not exist in 2010, D was not in the same combined reporting group as C when C earned the 
credits, and so, D is not an eligible assignee.

Example 3 -

A, B and C are members of the same combined reporting group, with A owning 100 percent of B, an
d A and B each owning 50 percent of C. B earns credits in 2010, which are neither allowed against it
s tax nor assigned in either 2010 or 2011. The ownersh p structure of A, B and C is illustrated by the 
fol owing diagram:

In 2012, D is formed and is split off of C, with C contributing assets to D for D'S shares in a 
D reorganization under Internal Revenue Code section 368(a)(1)(D). C distributes D'S share
s to B â ¢n complete redemption Of B's interest in C in a transaction that qua ifled under nt
ernal Revenue Code section 355. Asa result, A owns 100 percent Of B and C, and B owns 10
0 percent of D. The ownership structure of A, B, C and D thereafter, is illustrated by the following diagram:

In 2013, B wants to assign the credits it earned in 2010 to D. However, since D was not in B's 
combined reporting group in 2010 because it was not in existence, D is not an eligible assignee.
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Example 4 - Split-up.

A, B and C are part of the same combined reporting group in 2010, with A owning IOC percen
t of B and 100 percent of C. A and B earn credits in 2010. The Ownersh p structure Of A, B an
d C is il ustrated by the foi owing d agram:

In 2012, A distributes B and C's shares to A's shareholders in complete redemption of their 
A shares. As a result, A ceases to exist, and any credits it owned from pr or years are extin
guished because Internal Revenue Code section 381 does not apply. The Ownershlp structu
re Of rema ning entities B and C, is illustrated by the fo lowing diagram:

B and C continue to be in the same combined reporting group because they retain the sam
e ownership and meet all other unitary requirements. C is an eligible assignee of the credits 
B earned in 2010 because C was part of B's combined reporting group at the end of the tax
able year that the credits were al owed, and at the end of the taxable year that the credits were assigned.

for purposes of determining whether a potential assignee meets the requirements of subsection 
(c) of this regulation and Revenue and Taxation Code sections 23663(b)(3)(A)(i) and when an as
signor receives another taxpayer's credits as a result of a reorganization or other corporate restr
ucturing, the taxpayer that originally earned the credits will be treated as the assignor, However
, for any credits earned In taxable years beginning before July 1, 2008, the assignor will be the t
axpayer that was allowed the credits as of the taxable year which includes the date of June 30, 2008.

Example 5 - Pre-Reorganization Credits.

Assume the same initial facts as in Example 1, except that both B and C earned credits in 2010 a
nd in 2012 B was instead merged into Y in a tax-free
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"A" reorganization under Internal Revenue Code section 368(a)(1)(A). Y is the surviving entity
, and the credits B earned in 2010 are now Y's credits. As a result, X owns 100 percent of Y, a
nd Y owns 100 percent of C and Z. The ownership structure of remaining entity A, and the X-Y
-C-Z combined reporting group (with B merged into Y as represented by the layered boxes) is 
i lustrated by the following diagram:

In 2013, Y wants to assign credits earned by 3 before the merger that are now hed by Y. C is t
he only ergible assignee for the credits 3 earned in 2010 because B is the deemed ass gnor a
nd C is the only entity that was in B's combined reporting group in 2010 (the year the cred ts 
were earned) and in Ys combined reporting group in 2013 (the year of the assignment). Howe
ver, while Y may assign the credits B earned in 2010 to C under these facts, C cannot assign 
any of the credits C earned in 2010 to X, Y or Z because X, Y and Z were not in CS combined r
eporting group when C earned its credits.

Example 6 - No eligible assignees for the assignment of pre-merger credits.

Assume the same initiat facts as in Example 1, except that Z also earned credits in 2010 and 
does not use the credits against its tax nor assigns them in either 2010 or 2011. In 2012, the 
A-B-C group acquires Z by having Z merge into C, with C as the surviving corporation. The ow
nership structure of A, B, and C (with acqu red entity Z merged into C as represented by the l
ayered boxes), and remaining entities X, and Y, is illustrated by the following diagram:
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After the merger, C holds credits Z earned before the merger. C has none of its own credits. 
C cannot assign credits Z earned before the merger to A or 3 because neither A nor B were 
in the same combined reporting group as Z, the deemed assignor, in 2010. However, A and 
B can assign credits they earned before the merger to C (assuming subsection (f) of this re
gulation does not a pply)â ¢

F If a taxpayer would be an eligible assignee but for a reorganization under Internal Revenue Code 
section that occurs after credits were earned, then the taxpayer will be treated as an eligible ass
ignee for purposes of this section and Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663(b)(3).

Example 7 - F Reorganization.

Assume the same initial facts as in Example 1, except that in 2012, C, previously an Ohio 
corporation, reincorporates as D, a Nevada corporation, in a transaction that qualifies as a
n "Fit reorganization under Internal Revenue Code section As a result, A owns 100 percent 
of B, and B owns 100 percent of D, and C ceases to exist as a separate entity. The ownersh
ip structure of entities A, B, and D, is illustrated by the fol owing diagram:

In 2013, B wants to assign its credits to D. Subsection (e) of this regulation applies, and 
D is an eligible assignee as to A and B for purposes of this section and Revenue and Tax
ation Code section 23663.

(f) Ineligible Assignee.

A member of the combined reporting group is not an eligible assignee for purposes of Reven
ue and Taxation Code sect on 23663(b)(3) if:Multi page list. This list contains 2 items. This page contains item 1 through 2

(1) The member is the surviving entity in a reorganization or other corporate restructuring w
ith an entity that was not a member of the combined group when the assignor's credits were earned; and

(2) In the reorganization or restructuring, the member acquired assets real, personal , tangi
ble, and intangible property) used in conducting its trade or business, with an aggregate fair 
market value that exceeds 80 percent of the aggregate fair market value of the total assets 
of the trade or business
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Multi page list. This list contains 2 items. This page contains item 1 through 2

being conducted by the member immediately after the acquisition. For purposes of 
this paragraph only, the followâ ¢ng rules shall apply:

A The determination of the relative fair market values of the acquired assets and th
e total assets shall be made as of the time immediately after the acquisition.

B. Any acquired assets that constituted property described in Internal Revenue Code 
section in the hands of the transferor shall not be treated as assets acquired from an 
existing trade or business, unless those assets also constitute property described in 
Internal Revenue Code section 1221(a)(1) in the hands of the acquiring

Example 8 - Ineligible assignee

Assume the same initial facts as in Example 1, except in 2010, C is an operating business wit
h minimal business assets, and Z is an operating business with significant business assets. In 
2012, B acquires Z by having Z merge nto C, with C as the surviving corporation, in a transac
tion that qualifies as an reorganization under Internal Revenue Code section 368(a)(1)(A). The 
fair market value of Cis assets immediate y before the merger are less than 20% of the fair m
arket value of Cs total business assets immediately after the merger. The ownership structure 
of entity A, B and C (which merged with Z and is the surviving entity, as represented by the la
yered boxes) and entities X, and Y, s illustrated by the following diagram:

B wants to ass gn credits to C in 2013. However, C is not an eligible assignee for purposes o
f this section and Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663 because the fair market value 
of C's assets immediate y prior to the merger with Z was less than 20% of the fair market v
a ue of C's assets immediately after the acquisition.

(g) Limitations. For purposes of applying Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663, any limitations o
n the allowance of any cred't against the tax that would apply to the
(g) Limitations. For purposes of applying Revenue and Taxation Code section 23663, any limitations o
n the allowance of any cred't against the tax that would apply to the
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assignor in the absence of an assignment shall also apply to the same extent to the allowance of 
that assigned credit agaInSt the tax of the assignee.

Example 9 - Application of credit limitations.

Assume the same initial facts as in Example 1, except that B earned credits in 2010 pursuant 
to Revenue and Taxation Code section 23622.7 (the 'EZ Credits"). The EZ Credits are allowed 
against B's tax subject to the limitation in Revenue and Taxation Code section 23622.70).

In 2013, B assigns the EZ Credits to C. After 3 assigns the EZ Credits to C, the EZ Credits are 
allowed against Cts tax subject to the limâ ¢tation in Revenue and Taxation Code section 236
22.70), since the same limitation would have applied to B's use Of the credits if B had not ass
igned the EZ Credits to C.

NOTE: Authority cited: Section 19503, Revenue and Taxation Code. Reference: S
ection 23663, Revenue and Taxation Code.
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Summary and Explanation of Proposed Regulation

Proposed Regulation 23663-6 - Corporate Reorganizations and Other Corporate Restructurings

1. Subsection (a) sets forth the purpose of the regulation and provides an overview of what the regulation c
overs. This subsection states that this regulation gives guidance to taxpayers regarding credit assignments 
following reorganizations and other corporate restructurings. This subsection is necessary to provide users o
f Regulation 23663-6 guidance regarding Its scope, so that users can identify the applicability of this regulat
ion to their specific issues.

2. Subsection (b) clarfies the definition of eligible credit set forth in Revenue and Taxation Code ("RTC") s
ect on 23663(b)(2). An eligible credit is defined in the statute as "[a]ny credit earned by the taxpayer" on 
or after July 1, 2008 or earned before July 1, 2008 that Can be carried forward to the taxpayers first taxa
ble year beginning on or after July 1, 2008. The purpose of this section is to clarify that eligible credits (c
redits that can be assigned) includes credits allowed to a taxpayer through corporate events, such as reo
rganizations and other corporate restructurings. In these situations, the taxpayer did not originally earn 
or generate the credits; however, such credits may be allowed to a taxpayer for reasons other than the t
axpayer earned or generated the credits, and it is necessary to clarify that those credits are included in t
he definition of eligible credit to effectuate the purpose of the statute. Also, consistent with RTC section 2
3663, the proposed language clarifies that eligible credit does not include credits that a taxpayer receive
d by assignment or sale.

3. Subsection (c) clarifies that an eligible assignee generally must have been in the same combined repotti
ng group as the entity that earned the credit when the credit was originally earned. This subsection is nece
ssary to effect the purpose of the statute in the case of corporate reorganizations and other corporate rest
ructurings. Without th's subsection, users of the credit assignment statute will be left with uncertainty rega
rding who is an eligible assignee when there has been corporate reorganizations and other corporate restr
ucturings. The statute specifies that an eligible assignee had to have been in the assignor's combined repo
rting group when the assignor originally earned the credit. However, if the assignor Was not the entity that 
originally earned the credit, but instead, held the credit because, for example, it merged with the entity th
at earned the credit, taxpayers have uncertainty as to which entity's combined reporting group satisfies th
e requirement - the assignor's combined reporting group when the credit was originally earned or the com
bined reporting group of the taxpayer that originally earned the credit. Thus, the regulation clarifies that the relevant
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combined reporting group for purposes of the requirement in RTC section 23663(b)(3) is that of the taxpaye
r that originally earned the credit when the credit was origina ly earned.

This subsection contains four illustrative examples. In Example 1, B is the assignor in 2013. To determine the "
eligible assignees," the regulation looks to the members of B's combined reporting group in 2010 when B earn
ed the credits. According to this snapshot, A and C are the only potential eligible assignees. Second, the regula
tion looks to the members of 3's combined reporting group In 2013, the year of assignment. in 2013, X, Y, Z an
d C are potential eligible assignees. However, C is the only potential eligible assignee in both the year the cred
it was earned and the year the credit is assigned. As such, C is the only eligible assignee.

Examples 2, 3 and 4 address IRC section 355 transactions - spin-offs, split-offs and split- ups. These transactio
ns generally involve the creation of a new entity that is a continuation of a part of the pr or company's busines
s, However, the new entity is not considered an eligible assignee. The new entity does not meet the requireme
nts of the statute because it was not a member Of the assignor's combined reporting group when the assignor earned the credits.

4. Subsection (d) of the regulation addresses situations in which the assignor is not the taxpayer who originally gen
erated the credits, but instead received the credits as a result of a corporate reorganization or other corporate rest
ructuring. Taxpayers may have uncertainty regarding the identity of the eligible assignees when the assignor is not 
the taxpayer that originally earned the credits because, for purposes of the requirements found in RTC sections 236
63(b)(3)(A)(i) and it is not c ear which combined reporting group satisfies the requirements - the assignor's combin
ed reporting group or the combined reporting group of the taxpayer that originally earned the credits. Thus, the reg
ulation Clarifies that the statutory requirements of RTC sections 23663(b)(3)(A)(i) and (b)(3)(B)( ) are based on the 
combined reporting group of the taxpayer that originally earned the credits. In this regard, the regulation clarifies t
hat the taxpayer that earned the credits is treated as the assignor to determine which entities are eligible assignee
s. As such, when the assignor is not the taxpayer who originally earned the credits, but assigns credits under RTC s
ection 23663, an eligible assignee must meet the requirements of Regulation section 23663-6 and RTC sections 23
663(b)(3)(A)(i) and in relation to the taxpayer that originally earned the credits. This result 's consistent with the st
atute because it does not a low the assignment of credits to entities that were not members Of the combined repor
ting group of the entity that originally earned the credits.

This subsection is necessary to provide clarity and guidance to taxpayers for purposes of determining the i
dentity Of eligible assignees when the assignor was not the taxpayer that earned the credits. The statute d
oes not clearly address these situations, and so, without
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There are two examples that illustrate the rules in this subsection. In Example 5, after the corporate reorgan
ization, B no longer exists in the year of assignment because it merged into Y, and Y wants to assign B's his
torical credits. In this situation, Y is the assignor, but was not the entity that earned B's historical credits. As 
such, the statute leaves taxpayers with uncertainty as to which entities are "eligible assignees" because it is 
not clear which entity is treated as the assignor for purposes of analyzing the requirements found in RTC sec
tion 23663(b)(3)(B)(i) and proposed Regulation 23663-6(c). In this situation, as the examples demonstrate, 
the proposed regulation determines the eligible assignees for B's historical credits by looking to B's combine
d reporting group in the year B earned the credits. At that time, A and C were in B's combined reporting gro
up, and so, A and Care potential eligible assignees. In the year of assignment, of the two potential eligible a
ssignees, only C meets the requirement found in RTC section 23663(b)(3)(B)(ii). Thus, C is the only eligible a
ssignee, assuming C meets all other applicable requirements.

credits in g Z the eligible i, IRC F this in new

Example 6 is the reverse situation of the situation in Example 5. In Example 6, Chas no eligible assignees becau
se C did not earn the credits, and A and B were not in Z's combined reporting group when Z earned the credits. 
Again, the statute leaves taxpayers with uncertainty as to which entities are "eligible assignees" because the as
signor (the entity C in Example 6) did not earn the credits. However, the proposed regulation clarifies this ambig
uity. Since A and B were not part of Z's combined reporting group when Z earned the credits, there are no eligible assignees.

5. Subsection (e) of the regulation sets forth a rule that a potential eligible assignee that would have been an 
eligible assignee but for a reorganization under IRC section 368(a)(1)(F) ("F reorganization"), will be treated a
s an eligible assignee for purposes of this subsection. This rule would treat the resulting corporation from an 
F reorganization the same as the original corporation that disappeared in the F reorganization for purposes of this regulation.

An F reorganization is unique in that the new corporation is treated for tax purposes as a continuation of the 
old corporation. Indeed, secondary authorities note that the old and new corporations of an F reorganization 
are characterized as "functional equivalents in the context of the larger transaction and with respect to relat
ed transactions or events."

1 Thus, this subsection is necessary, and is consistent with the purpose of the credit assignment

1 Bittker and Eustace, Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders (Thomson Reuters/Tax & 
Accounting, 7th ed. 2000 & Supp. 2017-3) (accessed on Checkpoint (www.checkpoint.riag.com) [February 
2, 2018]) section 12.28.
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statute, to a low corporations affected by F reorganizations to be eligible assignees, assuming the 
corporations have met all other requirements Of the statute.

Example 7 illustrates the narrow rule found in subsection (e) Of the regulation.

6. Subsection (f) imposes a business assets test to determine the eligibility of a potential eligible ass gn
ee. This subsection prevents instances where a corporation with a relatively low level of business activit
y and assets s combined With a corporation outside of the group which has much higher business activit
y and assets. The result is that the relatively much smaller corporation now houses the relatively much l
arger corporation that was acquired. While the relatively small corporation was part of the assignor's co
mbined reporting group when the credits were earned and in the year of assignment, the relatively large
r corporation would not have been an eligible assignee, but for the merger with the relatively smaller corporation.

This result affords consistency with the same combined reporting group requirement under RTC section 2366
3(b)(3) and denies positive treatment in situations that would be contrary to the purpose of the statute which 
requires that an assignee be in the same combined reporting group when credits are both earned and assign
ed. In enacting the requirement that the assignor and assignee be members of the same combined reporting 
group both when the credit was originally earned and when the credit was assigned, the Legislature demonst
rated that its purpose was to allow utilization of credits within the assignor's combined reporting group, but o
nly so long as the imitation rule for the year the credits were originally earned and assigned was satisfied. Th
e fact pattern set forth above creates uncertainty for taxpayers as to whether the post-merger corporation w
ould be an eligible assignee. However, the post-merger corporation is fundamentally a most entirely compris
ed of the out-of-group corporation after the merger.

Thus, this subsection disallows credit assignments to entities that engaged in a reorganization or other corpora
tion restructuring such that the amount of business assets after the merger are more than 80% of the amount 
of business assets of the surviving entity before the merger. This subsection is necessary to effectuate the pur
pose of the statute, which was to allow the assignment of credits subject to the same combined group limitatio
n. The Legislature's purpose was to limit the assignment of credits to members of the same combined reportin
g group as the taxpayer that original y earned the credit and the assignor, and so, this subsection enforces tha
t limitation by preventing the assignment of credits to an entity that in substance was not in the same combine
d reporting group as the taxpayer that earned the credits.

Example 8 illustrates the exception to the eligible assignee" requirements found in subsection (f) of the regu
lation. C was a relatively small corporation with minimal assets, but was a member of B's combined reporting 
group when B earned its credits. B acquired Z
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and merged Z into C, with C being the surviving entity. Thus, C s now over 80% comprised of Z's business 
assets. However, to allow C to be an eligible assignee would be inconsistent with the purpose of the statu
te, and so, this regulation disqualifies C as an eligible assignee because C's business assets were less tha
n 20% than the surviving entity's assets after the merger.

7. Subsection (g) states that limitations on the allowance of credits against the assignor's tax will also apply 
to the allowance of the credits to the assignee's tax. 'f the assignor's use of the credits against its tax was s
ubject to limitations Or would have been subject to limitations but for the assignment, then the same limita
tions apply to the assignee's ability to use the credits against its tax.

While the Legislature made it clear that a limitation attaches to a credit permanently unless a statute specifically re
moves the limitation, this subsection is necessary to avoid any uncertainty regarding the impact Of a corporate reo
rganization or other corporate restructuring on the limitations that attach to credits.

Example 9 illustrates these limitations in the context of Enterprise Zone ("EZ") credits. If B had EZ credits subject to 
the limitations found in RTC section 23662.70) and assigned those credits to C, CVs ability to use the credits against 
its tax would be subject to the same limitations that applied when B held the credits. Accordingly, the limitations On 
use of the credits do not extinguish on assignment, but instead, app y consistently to the use Of the credits before 
and after the assignment.
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